
CULTURAL HERITAGE OF BIZKAIA

Tower of Muntxaraz

Town:
Abadiño.
Location:
Barrio (district) of Andra Mari.
Access:
Tower stands near the Durango-
Elorrio road in the Andra Mari
district.
Opening hours:
May only be viewed from the
outside. Tower is completely
empty inside.
Other places of interest nearby:
Cemetery.
Plaza de San Trokaz. Abadiño.
Church of San Trokaz.
Plaza de San Trokaz. Abadiño.
Palacio Torre Iñigo de Abadiño.
Barrio Zelaieta, 2. Abadiño.
Palacio Zeletabe.
Zeletabe, 10. Abadiño.
Hermitage of Andra Mari (St. Mary), with steles
in the interior. Abadiño.
Sanctuary of Urkiola.
Durango-Otxandio road.
Palacio Traña Jauregi.
Plaza Matiena, s/n. Abadiño.
Astola gaol.
Barrio Astola,  Abadiño.

On farmland on the left bank of the river Zumelegui,
just outside Abadiano, stands the seat of what was, in late
mediaeval times, one of the best-known clans in the
Duranguesado district of Bizkaia.

Until the early 17th century, the Muntxaraz clan was
involved in all the important events of the age, playing a major
role in political and economic life in the borough of Durango.

What is known today as the Tower of Muntxaraz was
originally a solid, hermetically-walled stronghold that is still
visible in the lower part of the building. At some point, the
owners decided to carry out alterations to the upper part of
the building, converting it into a sort of palace-cum-farmhouse.

The building
The variety of formulas used in the construction of the

three-tiered building and to stress its functional character are
quite clear from the outside.

Clearly, the lower level is rather too
hermetic, with just a few vents let into the
walls for the stables, and a round-arched
doorway with prominent radial voussoirs
providing access to the building. Above the
keystone a modest coat of arms bears an
inscription in clumsy gothic lettering: Estos
biben e bibieron goardando la fama que
tobieron (Here they live and lived, mindful
of the fame that was theirs).

In stark contrast to the almost blind first
level, the middle level is a remarkably open
affair. Here, both main façades have their
own loggias, fronted respectively with a

colonnade of six and seven round arches resting on smooth-
shafted Tuscan columns, making for a most attractive, almost
noble effect.

The third and final level is altogether less sophisticated,
involving a modest wood and brick structure based around
a series of wooden struts and a parapet that stops half way
up to leave the rest of the area open. The posts are braced to
help to support the roof.

Oddly, from the inside the observer sees four levels, not
three. An inspection of the lower level, originally used as
stables, makes clear how the system of supports actually
works. The system involves a grid of solid oak posts, with the
outer posts being placed against the thick walls.

Above this level on the two main façades run the galleries
with round arches on Tuscan columns. Curiously, neither
gallery has direct contact with the great hall which, in line
with a formula that was very successful in local architecture
of this kind, takes up the building’s entire central area.

The great hall defines the building as a whole. Lined at
the lowest level with rough stone faced with brick and plaster,
and with wood on the upper level, the hall was the centre of
life at the tower.

The top level was reserved for economic activities. Open
and well-ventilated, it was particularly useful as a storehouse
for farm produce.

Broadly speaking, the building is a solid, compact, vaguely
rectangular block, faced in rough stone on the two less easily
accessible sides and in ashlar on the main façades to the east
and south. A large hip roof crowns the building, giving the
whole the overall cube look traditionally associated with
mediaeval tower strongholds.

At the beginning of the 17th century, the Torre Muntxaraz
passed out of the clan’s hands. The new owners, the Guissasa
clan, began alterations to the upper part of the tower almost
immediately.

According to the data available, the finest local masons
- Arriluzeaga, Rementería and others - took part in the new
project, the size and scale of which puts it firmly into the class
of building known locally as torre-palacio, the palace
stronghold.
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